
Go beyond the resume.



Pointr is an app that’s helping talent and companies interview 

better.

Interviewers use Pointr to efficiently uncover a candidate’s 

potential and authentic self. 

What is Pointr?



Talent downloads app 
and answers a series of 
illuminating questions.

In preparation for 
the interview…



App guides talent 
through question 
flow 

Responses frame 
talent’s – otherwise 
overlooked – natural 
strengths and potential.



How to characterize what 

you’re good at.



How to project what you 

love doing and why it 

matters to you.



How to articulate your 

impact on any team.



How to be 

memorable



App generates talent’s “billboard” - a visual snapshot

Showcases the person behind 
the resume -talent’s character, 
values, motivators, and 
aspirations– elements that are 
critical to enduring success. 

Talent can share billboard – e.g. 
alongside the resume, ahead of 
the interview.



Pointr in action

Frictionless. Talent downloads Pointr and sends PDF billboard before meeting. 

When talent is asked to share their billboard, it indicates an interest in who they are, 
what they value, and how they want to grow.

Pointr is already working with select Ivy League universities, top Wall Street firms, and 
early-stage start-ups. 

Get ahead of the culture curve. Partner with Pointr!



Resume
(LinkedIn)

Psychometric 
Tests

Education

Past experience

Technical skills for the role

Mental capabilities

Behavioral style

Applied skills for the role

Ways of thinking & operating

Interests & aspirations 

Shared values with company

Authentic self

Pointr shifts the focus from past experience to potential



Julie Choi 

Founder, Pointr

Built on expertise, proven results

Pointr app is the brainchild of talent expert, Julie Choi.  

Julie is an award-winning CEO. She built Choi & Burns, one of the 
most successful leadership and talent advisory firms in the US. She 
has provided expert advice on talent acquisition and retention to 
market-leading companies: from early-stage startups to two of the 
top three investment banks on Wall Street.

Julie is a champion of the people agenda driving the business 
agenda, and many of her clients attribute their exponential growth 
and increase in company value to their partnership.



Thank you!

hello@pointr.co

mailto:hello@pointr.co

